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Communication and Stakeholder Management are key elements, especially when it comes to significant changes in companies, affecting all involved parties. In his newest project, Peter Schum has to deal with such a fundamental change in his company. He soon realizes that this situation needs full involvement of all stakeholders, an understanding of their needs and concerns and efficient communication strategies to enable a smooth flow of information and thus create the basis for broad acceptance of the project. You and your GeCCo team will support him in this challenging undertaking.



Overview and introduction Tough times seem to come up for the company, Peter Schum thought, while standing at the window of his office, overseeing the location for the new construction site that should help the company to be successful in the future: “We are facing an extremely tough competition from abroad. A couple of months ago we presented a new product during one of the flagship fairs of the industry in Dubai and last week we could get our hands on a fake product that was sold for a lower price than our production costs are. Even seasoned professionals could hardly tell the difference between the original and this one.” This has not been the reason for a new, ambitious project but seemed to prove that a change was absolutely necessary to be able to keep up with the competition. PipeTech Ltd. is a family-owned and operated company in the truest sense of the word. During its history, PipeTech Ltd. has continued to grow and expand its core international business as the technology leader in installation technology. In the United States, Canada, Mexico and Latin America, PipeTech Ltd. specializes in heating, plumbing, industrial and shipbuilding technologies. The values of PipeTech Ltd.’s founder are just as present today as they were when he started the company in 1959. From humble beginnings making beer taps in the city of Kiel, Germany, PipeTech Ltd. has grown into the global leader in plumbing technology and system solutions. Today, PipeTech Ltd.’s innovative products are being produced at five locations throughout the world and distributed worldwide. PipeTech Ltd. owes its success to more than 5,000 employees around the world — approximately 1,500 in the United States alone. The highest quality products, customer service and their unparalleled commitment to our customers are the key elements to which PipeTech Ltd. earned the market leadership.



The Project As part of efforts to secure business operations in Germany it has been decided to set up a new production centre Molfsee close to Kiel. The new Molfsee production center (“Fertigungszentrum Molfsee Kiel”, FZK) will combine production segments of the existing business and those of a newly acquired local company (MOD) with a further production facility, a foundry, in a bid to remove current logistical inefficiencies (between foundry and logistics departments) and to optimize production processes. This was to be achieved mainly by minimizing distances between the different works and the logistics depot. The implication of this was that different production segments and their staff would have to be relocated.
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These included: ● Sand cast production ● Taps and fittings ● Press technology ● Classic plumbing & heating technology ● Maintenance In Maintenance, three independently operating departments were to be merged into one central unit. Staff members from the newly acquired MOD plant were to be integrated into the different segments as appropriate. The objective of these measures was to achieve significant cost savings and improved profitability within the first year of the relocation. In all this, it was seen as paramount to fully involve the workforce, as the most valuable resource – more important even than the new high-tech infrastructure – in this process of change. Human resources and technology had to be brought together in a way that ensured the reorganisation was experienced as a positive change. To achieve this, a dialogue between all those involved was to be sought, to ensure that all stakeholders were active participants in the project. Alongside this objective there were a number of additional ones: the first one was to secure jobs and maintain a presence in the region of northern Germany. This was to be achieved by relocating two production facilities from Molfsee closer to Kiel. In addition, the aim was to reorganise production so it would take place at one site at the same level. One of the aims was to create new synergies within the different departments: maintenance, production, administration and internal logistics. During the first year following relocation, a notable increase in productivity was anticipated, with an expected return on investment within four years. The objectives were to be achieved through improved communication between the different departments. In order to implement the various measures, the entire “FZK” project was divided into a number of subprojects: ten technical sub-projects (TP 1 to TP 10) and one sub-project for managing the process of change (TP 11). The coordinator responsible for managing the process (TP 11) was Peter Schum. Working with a team of two colleagues and your GeCCo Team as external consultants, his task was to ensure that the internal merger would be considered a success by all those involved and, for his particular area of responsibility, also by the company management and the project managers of the other sub-projects. After four years with the company, this was a big, though not impossible, challenge. The process management involved the overall coordination of the sub-projects and the implementation of the different stakeholder and communication measures. Planning and steering this process was one of Peter’s tasks. From an organisational development perspective, but also taking into account the other sub-projects, decisions had to be made about individual steps to be taken, objectives and targets set and project progress monitored. If necessary, all project managers were able to call on experts from different fields to join their meetings, thereby allowing them to benefit from additional knowledge and experience. The team was then to discuss possible solutions and decide on the best way forward, or make recommendations for consideration by the wider company. From the company management’s perspective, and in terms of organisational development, individual managers had a key role in the whole process, as they had a significant influence over the flow of information and the level of involvement of all staff and colleagues. As is so often the case, the importance of open and transparent communication in all directions, but especially from members of staff to the project leaders and vice versa, was stressed over and over again from different sides – something that Peter was already familiar with from other projects over the past four years.
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“If only it really was that simple with the communication. Sometimes I’m finding this as exasperating as explaining to my children that they have to tidy up their rooms. It makes you wonder sometimes, how a business of this scale can possibly be so successful.” Yet, despite his initial doubts about the communication skills of those involved, Peter went about the project with great enthusiasm and participated actively in the project meetings, in order to steer the process right from the outset. At the start of the project he put the following thoughts to his colleagues for further discussion: “All information on the overall project, such as status updates and information about the changes to be made, should best be communicated to staff members through their respective managers. In the opposite direction, managers and we as process coordinators must receive information from members of staff, which we can then use in the further design of the process. Top-down and bottom-up are the two key words here. In my view, the most important thing in all this is to communicate with each other in a fair and solution-focused manner.” It was important to involve as many different stakeholders as possible in the project. Back in his office, however, Peter Schum was still grappling with the question of how to fully engage with nearly 900 members of staff. Large-scale events, he knew from previous experience, could be proposed, but had in the past always been categorically rejected by the company management. “Losing” people during the process was only one of several risks that would come up during the project but definitely one of the most challenging ones: “Especially the fluctuation of top performers are a big concern from my point of view. If we are not able to convince them that their jobs are secure, they might decide to leave, before all the promises about job security turn out to be wrong. Kiel is such a small city with all these competitors right around the corner. I suppose it won't be too hard to find a suitable position somewhere else, without a huge trade-off regarding commute. They might even get a pay increase by changing the company.” Furthermore, it was still unclear to him who exactly was affected by the project, and to what extent it would be possible to identify clusters. How could the different target groups be engaged? How to identify the top performers? It all seemed like a spongy, amorphous mass, which he had to somehow get a hold on and give structure to. And there were no doubt still a number of other issues to be aware of. In many areas there was a distinct lack of trust that the process would really be implemented with the interests of all members of staff in mind, as was the stated objective. The colleagues themselves were also unsure as to what was in store for them. After all, it was very likely that teams would have to be recast completely. Amongst staff from the newly acquired company MOD, the issues to tackle were thought to be even more fundamental, as one colleague observed: “I’m still a long way from being a PipeTech Ltd. employee. This place means nothing to me. It’s all a bit too slick. You feel trapped within processes. And all this technology is really quite daunting. Don’t even talk to me about SAP…I will try to stay ´below the radar´ and wait to see what will happen.”
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With the start of the project, many members of staff seemed to have fallen into a kind of paralysis, as one manager put it. They were worried that it would just be a matter of another new organisational chart being drawn up, without them having any say in it – that all decisions would be made over their heads.



Peter Schum´s perspective From the project leaders’ point of view, however, the situation looked rather different. Acceptance of the project by members of staff had been defined as one of its overall objectives – the vision of the project – together with involvement of those affected and enabling them to function well within their new area of responsibility, and all of this had to be evaluated continually. Acceptance was a key objective of the process, as far as the project leaders were concerned, as it was crucial to ensure that staff fully understood the reasons for and benefits of the changes. Instead of planning a new factory and filling organisational charts with names, the task was to create an appreciation of the urgency of the project and of the approach taken. For members of staff to recognise the benefits and positively engage with the project was also important in so far as production had to be maintained at a sufficient level to avoid running into delivery problems. Furthermore, the timeframe for the move was extremely tight, which meant that overtime was inevitable – including at weekends. In many areas the move also fell in the summer holidays, leading to additional problems for a large proportion of staff, as individual holidays were difficult to plan. One of the project team members burst out laughing during one meeting, when Peter told him that acceptance was one of the goals and the conditions above: “How do you want to reach this goal with asking the people to work overtime, to get into trouble with their vacation planning and the lurking possibility that they support the move and then will be laid off? Good luck. I am excited to see how you are going to convince them to accept that.” Hand in hand with acceptance went the objective of involvement. The theory here was that, by turning those affected by the changes into stakeholders, it would make it easier for them to embrace the changes and to adapt more quickly. Involvement was also seen as an important factor in ensuring the sustainability of the process. The aim was to give employees the genuine impression that the company was interested in them as individuals and not just as employees. A further theory was that only well-qualified colleagues would be able to muster the energy to fully engage with such a process and adapt long-term to the new organisational structure. Enabling was the third overarching objective within the project. The staff were to receive appropriate training and development according to their new tasks. This was particularly important in the case of the former MOD staff, as this significantly smaller company hardly had any technological infrastructure comparable to that of PipeTech Ltd.. Enabling staff was also especially important as colleagues were being moved to new positions and departments and, for many, the type of work they did as such was changing. Coming back to the topic of automatisation: this posed numerous challenges to staff. Manual operation of production machinery has become increasingly secondary, while programming and setting up, as well as maintenance of production plant, has become much more complicated and demanding. Equally, in the fields of communication, teamwork and leadership, demands have changed as a result of the project. All of these were good thoughts, yet from one of the first staff meetings, Peter Schum and one of his colleagues returned with very different and somewhat unexpected impressions. “It was unbelievable. We were discussing a proposal to write interim reports for all members of staff. How are we to do that?! How are we supposed to produce 900 reports? I would have to pull my staff off all the other projects for at least two weeks. And it doesn’t 5



bear thinking what the quality of these reports would be like. Who comes up with ideas like that?! We really have other things on our minds.” One of his colleagues reported, equally dismayed, from another discussion he had been involved in: “I had to discuss for about 45 minutes, whether it is possible for the workforce of the Roegen plant to start working at the new plant in Molfsee right away. They actually wanted to be provided with a coach that would take them from their old location to their new workplace at the beginning of each shift! And you know what will happen, if we are going to implement such a possibility…” Peter remembered this “kiss and tell story” he heard from one of the union members during his first few months, while visiting Roegen: “The commitment to provide the people with a coach had been made long ago, by a family member of the owners. During that time they tried to ease the effort to commute. However, during the past years – it must be more than 20 years, since the implementation, if I remember correctly – the `shuttle bus´ has become a real alternative to the public transportation system. Only a few of the former employees who were the intended target group for the bus seem to be in the company. Most of them have retired. Not the bus. Unfortunately. I do not know exactly who is going to ride it every day. But it seems like a lot of people do it to be able to avoid spending money on their own car or simply because it seems to be convenient for them. I even doubt that anyone knows who is eligible to use the bus. And no one seems to care right now. I remember the story that someone tried to stop the bus a year before I started and it was a major concern for the employees depending on it. They were close to a factory shut down because of employees forming a resistance for their beloved commodity. We are struggling with this agreement decades later and I do not want to repeat this mistake again. We do not want to enter the business of ´public transportation´.” Once things had settled down a little, Peter Schum decided to re-examine the situation together with your GeCCo team and to develop a strategy for the further proceedings. After all, this is only the start of the project.
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The task Your GeCCo team is a team of international consultants in the area of project management with different backgrounds and different levels of experience. As already mentioned your team was hired by Peter Schum to consult on several planning issues related to Project N ° 11 and help him solve the complex case. The main focus (as outlined in the text above) is to ensure that: ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●



the courage, passion and innovative spirit of the company is kept the whole reorganisation is experienced as a positive change synergies are created improved communication between the different departments and sub-projects is planned stakeholders and their interests are identified high level of involvement of all staff and colleagues is achieved acceptance of the project by all members is achieved appreciation of the urgency of the project and of the approach taken is reached



Your team is expected to develop all necessary documents to support your answers given to bellows questions. Questionnaire for the assessment of your GeCCo team work:
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●



Please answer the following questions on this form in order to be properly assessed by the jury. Please keep your answers short and simple.



●



The focus of the assessment is on project management competences, working process and the quality of the deliverables as they relate to the case study.



●



There is no sequence on how to answer the questionnaire. It is up to the team decision on how to address it, but please provide relevant information at the next possible opportunity for submission (see program schedule).



●



Answers can be provided on 4 occasions - prior to the 2nd, 3rd and 4th keynote speeches and the final answers at the end of the competition. All answers will be given due consideration for the assessment. Please send only one e-mail per team with the answers to the following jury e-mail address: [email protected]. The subject of your mail should only contain the team name and the name of the respective phase in the form “TEAM # - answers phase #” e.g. “TEAM 3 - answers phase 2”.



●



Attach the required documentation to the supporting evidence and send any updated versions of team documentations as necessary. Don't forget to list the document names in the answer fields below your answers e.g. following documents attached: work breakdown structure draft 1, stakeholder analysis draft 3, ... .There are no templates provided by the jury, so feel free to use whatever fits best in your opinion for the requested deliverables. Acceptable files for the Jury assessment shall be of the following format: word documents (.doc; .docx), excel files (.xls; .xlsx), PDF documents (.pdf) and/or images (.jpg; .jpeg; .gif).



●



Each team will have the opportunity to receive 5 points per question as a maximum, each question having the same weighting.



GeCCo Team



Case Study
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Questions Guidance and Instructions 1. How does your team organize for this Please provide evidence about the team GeCCo competition? structuring, e.g. organizational structure, roles. 2. In a distributed or geographically dispersed team environment, how does your GeCCo group manage communication effectively and efficiently? Do you make use of PM tools?



Please provide evidence about the communication within your GeCCo team e.g. communication plans, tools and media usage. If you are using PM tools to support your work, please list those tools and explain why you choose those tools over others.



3. How does your team structure the work of the GeCCo competition?



Please provide evidence what your team does to follow the instructions given in the case study and required for the jury assessment, e.g. deliverables.



4. During the 24 hours of the GeCCo competition, "What are the main challenges that your GeCCo team encountered and how your team addressed it?



Please provide evidence such as lessons learned documentation and how did your team apply continuous quality improvement into your project work and deliverables.



5. What are the main aims and objectives of this case study which your GeCCo team identified? 6. Which are the main tasks and activities which you have to perform to tackle the identified objectives and how do you intent to structure it?



Please provide evidence about the targets of the project, e.g. objectives plan.



7. There are various stakeholders in this project. To be prepared for the next planning steps, how do you intend to map them? As all stakeholders have different issues and a different motivation, it is very important to keep the spirit going. How do you intend to identify the different issues/concerns/ motivations and how do you intend to tackle them?



Please provide evidence on the relevant stakeholders, the issues identified and strategies developed to tackle it, e.g. stakeholder analysis graph, detailed stakeholder analysis.



8. Communication is a key in this project and as such needs to be planned properly. How do you plan to involve all the different stakeholders? How do you plan to communicate with the other project teams (Projects TP 1 - TP 10)?



Come up with evidence on how your team plans to structure communication related issues in the project, e.g. communication strategy.



Please provide a plan that documents your approach, e.g. work break down structure.
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